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Couldn't this Shit wait. This is an old video from June of last year but what is remarkable. As
you will see, he has utter contempt for his constituents and makes. His condescending attitude
toward the people he represents is enough to make anyone sick. To top it all off he is a 20 Term
Representative!!!!!! Who in their right mind would ever continue to vote this man back into.
California Congressman Pete Stark. Deliberately Mocking the Minutemen and. Please help us
maintain this site and all of its benefits by Donating today. View Previous Polls. Participate in
our weekly polls and view results from previous polls as well as comment in our forums with
other Patriots. Results are updated daily. This Website is about True Patriotism, and those
dedicated Americans who choose to be prepared and defend the Peoples' Rights, Freedoms
and Liberties, If and When the need arises, whether it be against a foreign or domestic enemy.
The True Patriot understands the sacrifices made by our founding fathers and the warnings
from their words of wisdom in the Constitution and Bill of Rights, that clearly state that the
responsibilities of the American Citizen are to be held sacred in the defense of our nation, even
against its' own government, should it ever be determined that said government has grown out
of control of the People and crossed the line into Tyranny, Treason, Secrecy and Fascism. I
invite you NOW to become an informed citizen and at least listen to the Facts and Truths, and
then take a stand and participate in this site in an effort to unite Citizens in the fight for our
lives. Watch Other Videos Like This. Please Sign Our Guest Book. Every government
degenerates when trusted to the rulers of the people alone. The people themselves, therefore,
are its only safe depositories. Americas' Latest. Help Us Maintain This Site. Please Donate. This
is where we publish humorous items submitted by our Members and Visitors. We post them
each week, so if you have one please submit your own using the button. The Essence Of A
Patriot. A Must Read!!!! Participate in our Watchmen Of America Program. Patriots and Militia
groups working together to provide. Be a part of this Unique Membership Program. The Donkey
Whisperer. This morning I went to sign my dogs up for welfare. At first the lady said, "Dogs are
not eligible to draw welfare. They expect me to feed them, provide them with housing and
medical care. So she looked in her policy book to see what it takes to qualify. My dogs get their
first cheques on Friday. Damn, this is a great country! Has Been Moved!! Click the Logo to the
Left to. Visit the New Web Site. Home What's new Latest activity Authors. Forums New posts
Search forums. What's new New posts New profile posts Latest activity. Sportsbook Member
bets Search. Members Registered members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile
posts. Boston Sports Uproar. Historical Archives. Memorabilia Project. Log in Register. What's
new Search Search. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. What's new. Latest activity.
Log in. Install the app. Forums JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not
display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser.
Patriots Planet Forums and Message Board. RIp, Marty Feb One of a kind. Very good man. Sad
day for me. Go get the gleam, Mart. The frequently sought-after coordinator will meet with
Jeffrey Lurie on Sunday. While McDaniels is certainly one of the more polarizing candidates
available, he has already begun recruiting staffers in the event he can land the Philadelphia gig,
per Jackson and Wulf. That strategy turned out to have notable consequences in Indianapolis.
Is Julian Edelman leaving? Jan Very interesting tweet from Julian. Try to unlock the code that
would have him talking about loving Boston to a Patriots fan Mayo to interview for Eagles job
Jan She wrote this in response to Caserio's press conference for publication in the Houston
Chronicle for all Texans fans to see. She is not happy. I have seen every significant press
conference since the beginning of the team. Given the attention to this one, the topic, the
timing, the misery of the fans and players, the trust and confidence needed to be earned, this,
by far was the worst press conference in almost year history of the team. Since the
announcement of the formation of the Texans, I have followed the team closer than is medically
advisable. Firstly, because I enjoy watching football and having a local team to watch and the
energy from that. The strategy of that on every level is fascinating to me. Eventually, by default,
I ended up being a person who paid too much attention to the Texans so Week 17 Other Games
Jan Didn't see one already up. Yes, that means the NYG can qualify for the playoffs with a
season. Personally I'm kinda rooting for that because it would be hilarious. Both of these teams
are bad, and both are guaranteed out of the playoffs. Not exactly a must-watch game. The
Browns are one of 5 teams in the AFC with a record, competing for 4 spots. The Ravens are
another of the Here is the last game day thread. As bad as this season has been, it is always
good to go out with a victory against the Jete. Although I am not as confident in this game now
that the Jete are actually trying to win. BB could trade back to around and still get Trask while
adding a late 2nd or early 3rd to boot. They will keep Stephen Gilmore. And eight more
predictions for the new year. This free agent wide receiver group is extremely diverse in terms
of playing styles, with a handful of true X receivers, great slot weapons, deep threats,

after-the-catch specialists and so on. Figured I would get this thread going given the 4 day turn
around. Feel good about our D vs their O. Don't feel great about our O vs their D. Still very
winnable but probably our toughest game left. Dec LeGarrette Blount - Wikipedia. Veteran
running back LeGarrette Blount announces retirement from NFL LeGarrette Blount, a three-time
Super Bowl champion and veteran running back of nine seasons, announced his retirement
from football on Instagram on Saturday morning. The New England Patriots will attempt to get
back to. The Patriots will then play their final regular season road game at Miami in Week 15
before returning home for the final two weeks of the season. Damien Harris remains the lead
dog but for the second straight game he failed to reach the yard mark, this time against a
banged up Arizona front. Teams are stacking the box and forcing the Patriots to adjust, and
other than a few occasional quick hitters toward the edges they have not been able to do so It's
a bit early, but we can track movements up and down the likely fixtures week by week. If the
season ended now, this is what we'd get with the new 7 teams per conference format. Only 1st
seed gets the bye. Which is some statement to make. Looking At The Pats - Nov With cap space
but a lot of FAs, we wonder what BB has planned for Here's an article by PFF that details which
teams should fare well and which teams are looking a steep slide. I believe this next year we'll
see some expensive veteran leadership leave the team. DMac and Thuney head the list. I've also
heard High and Cannon are considering retirement. While the two sides have discussed salary
cap smoothing mechanisms to spread the cost over the next several seasons, the odds are that
the final number will still be a much larger constraint on spending than it has been in at least a
decade. Should Character Matter for H. Nov Please give your reasons for your vote in a post. So
this thread is a follow-up to that one, but with a wider scope: anything in the STEM fields
science, technology, engineering, and mathematics. I'll kick things off with this article on
quintessence , a form of dark energy that may explain why the universe is expanding faster than
all the current models predict. Has Brady Lost His Mojo? I know this guy isn't a member of Our
Team anymore, or if it's bad manners to discuss players on other teams except for Random
Football News , but our long lost QB has been playing like dog shit for the Bucs. He said he'd
retire when he couldn't cut it anymore, but has said he doesn't plan to retire after this season.
So whaddya think? Opinions, please. Week 11, , 1PM at Texans Nov Finally an early game
again!!! This is a game the Pats' O can use to really get humming again. The Texans are 31st in
rush D; the Pats are 3rd in rushing offense. No contest there. They are 18th in pass D. On
offense they're weak running the ball 31st which is a blessing for us, and their strength on O is
passing 8th which is also our strength on D. I'll take our pass D every time. Opening odds: The
Pats are 1. The Texans are with both wins over the lowly Jax Jaguars. Load moreâ€¦. Latest
posts. Teh official Taltos "circle rep thread" 2 Latest: chevss 42 minutes ago. Politics and
Religion Forum. By Todd A. By Saigasnipe, 17 hours ago in Off Topic - Militia related. As a
citizen of the United States, you are a member of the Constitutionally guaranteed unorganized
militia. Everything you have heard about militias from the media is likely wrong. Main stream
news has primarily reported on the negative stereotypes and criminal activity of groups that
have nothing to do with militia. The true militia has exactly the opposite purpose; to uphold the
law and the Constitution. We are a growing community of Americans that believe that the
supreme laws of our Constitution must be diligently protected and upheld. Fostering the lawful
rebirth of State militia is a crucial step in preserving the Republic. You are currently viewing the
site as a guest which gives you limited access. Please take a moment to join our community
and you will join thousands of members with access to special features. Registration is easy
and free and carries no obligation. Use of this site is confirmation and acceptance of your
understanding of our Terms of Use , Privacy Policy and site Guidelines. We have placed cookies
on your device to help make this website better. You can adjust your cookie settings , otherwise
we'll assume you're okay to continue. Activity Home Latest Images 1. Trying to figure it out!.
Gender Confusion at it's finest.. The Same is Happening in PA. Ruger sr 40 out shoots canik
9mm again? Latest Videos. The Texas Crisis Continues Now you say we Have facebook page.
I'm confused. Who is this? I'm a person trying to get the group launched by describing the
group as something people will find attractive. Gates Sr. Saiga AK Russian wolf gr verses brass
Speer sp yards. Roll Call - Check In! Let me say I like this post, I do, but at the same time you
are feeding into the same perception that continues to be a turnoff for many. The wise guy
bullshit tough guy attitude, I dont blame you, its how strong men are and ought to act but keep
this in mind also the masses of "newbies" are seeking those willing to seek a discord or action
as a unified body. They are willing to do such at the expense of their own time hopefully
through sound leaders who can teach them how to lead or at best set a perimeter and provide
value. I love the Biblical connection here as well, I think what you are ge. But the liberal media
challenges and then silences anyone who speaks out about this fraud and calls them White
Supremacists, Insurgents, Racists, and so on. Biden is a complete liberal socialist
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douche bag who is absolutely clueless about what Americans want or need. Everything Biden
says or does is fed to him by liberal filth like Obama, Clinton, Soros and even his own Vice
President tells him what to do. Bunch of cross dressing pedos with zero backbone and no
huevos!! You are just as guilty for not doing anything about it. Bunch of cowards and traitor's
out there. How Embarrassing. There is No law and order anymore in America. Just remember
one word you freaks: Karma!! Bill Maher: CA businesses leaving in droves. Israel and the matrix
defense? Calling all seers we need your visions By Saigasnipe, 17 hours ago in Off Topic Militia related. Member Statistics 23, Total Members. Newest Member Dadalorian Joined 20
hours ago. Welcome to My Militia! Sign In or Sign Up. Forums 11 Staff Picks 11 Staff Picks. Sign
In Sign Up. Important Information Use of this site is confirmation and acceptance of your
understanding of our Terms of Use , Privacy Policy and site Guidelines. I accept.

